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DEMYSTIFYING THE SINGLE CENTRAL METHODS
APPLICATIONS AND TECHNIQUES TO CONQUER THE SINGLE CENTRAL

The single central poses problems for technicians around the world. Form, material selection and colour are usually variables that make the task of restoring a single central very difficult. Restoring a single central requires a lot of information, even though only one tooth is to be restored. Open communication between the patient, the technician and the dentist is the first step towards a successful restoration. The following article suggests other variables that will aid in the success of restoring the daunting single central.

CASE STUDY

Whether it is a matter of a single central or a full mouth, the dental team must first establish a treatment plan for the best possible outcome. In this case, even though only one tooth was to be restored, the restorative team agreed that orthodontics should be the first necessary step in order to achieve an ideal restoration.
02. Once the orthodontic treatment was completed the restorative team had a better foundation to build upon.

03. After the dentition has been aligned for a better restorative outcome it is also crucial to observe the underlying dentition.

04. This enables the dental technician to obtain an overall view of what’s underneath.

05. It thus becomes clear what can be used and what must be blocked out when fabricating the restoration. As this case involved minimal facial reduction, it is clear that the goal was to use the abutment colour, and to avoid an incisal demarcation from the shorter preparation.
06. In this case an alveolar model was fabricated using refractory die technique.

07. Layering was carried out using GC initial MC ceramic. Care was taken to block out the shorter incisal line using fluorescent dentins to give a smooth transition at the incisal edge of the final restoration.

08. Extra care must always be taken when layering in a single firing.
09. After the first firing the final countering is performed out using rotary instruments in order to achieve the final form before glazing.

10. The model should be observed from every angle using different types of lights to examine every detail. Once the final form is obtained the restoration is glazed. A step often overlooked in fabricating restorations is post-glazing treatment. From the original images taken the technician should also polish and finish the veneer to the proper lustre.

11. Even if the colour is perfect, a different lustre and shine will distort the colour optically. Once the final polish is finished the margin is trimmed under a microscope, the root section of the die cut off with a diamond disc, and the refractory material sandblasted.

12. Once the veneer is fitted, the precision fit can be seen, and total overall usage of the natural underlying abutment colour may be observed.
13. Observing the veneer it is clear that care was taken on what to block out and what to use according to the information received from observing the natural abutment colour.

14. An extra check to observe the veneer is to pour a die from the refractory mould in the actual shade of the natural abutment with a New Outline from Anaxdent.

15. This allows the technician to visualise the final colour from the bench. The veneer is then tried intra-orally using Coco butter from GC. In a saturated image it can be seen how the veneer picks up the underlying abutment colour in order to aid in achieving the proper value in the restoration.

16. Once everything has been checked and approved the veneer is fixed.
17. Post operative images are critical, not only to see the outcome of the case, but to also check for any clinical errors. In this case, after the veneer was fixed an after image showed that some extra cement was still visible at the margin area, as well as another surprise in the patient’s mouth.

18. Once the case is finished, photography helps observe the final outcome. Utilising different styles of photographic imaging, it can be clearly seen if the restoration has been a success or a failure. To check the work a standard dual point flash image is usually taken, as well as a diffused dual point flash image and a polarised image.
The restoration should also look harmonious when observing it from all angles.
Although many steps and much care were taken for just one tooth, in order for a good “after” the “before” must also be understood.

In the end...
The patient is aware of your efforts and in turn becomes emotionally attached to your restoration.
The Patient then becomes a walking advertisement for your skills and will always represent where the treatment came from.
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